
Stretches for Sitters

These stretches will help you
become more mobile and flexible,
counteracting the stiffness of sitting
at a desk. Get up at least once an
hour for ten minutes.

CHEST OPENER - Clasp your
hands behind your head. Release
shoulders away from ears and lift
sternum and widen elbows feeling
the chest stretch open. Release
forward to upright and repeat
several times. Pull abs in and focus 
on lifting to avoid compressing 
low back.

FORWARD FOLD - Keep a soft
bend in the knees and slowly roll
spine forward towards your toes.
Release neck, shoulders, and 
back, and let gravity take over. Roll 
back up, one vertebrae at a time.

TRUNK ROTATION - Sit or stand
with a lengthened spine. Pull
abdominals in and gently rotate
to one side. Stretch arm out in the
direction of the rotation until you
feel a chest stretch. Switch sides
and repeat several times.

CAT COW - Start on all fours or
leaning over a chair or desk. On 
an exhale round back into “angry 
cat” position. Articulate spine 
back to neutral imagining each 
vertebrae moving one at a time. 
On next inhale, drop belly and lift 
chest up into “cow.” Repeat 5 times.

(over)



HIP OPENER - Stand with one
foot two feet or more in front of
the other and lunge forward
bending front knee. Forward 
foot stays flat on floor and back 
foot shifts to ball of foot. Bring 
hips forward until you feel a 
stretch in the front of your hips. 
Engage your abs and slightly 
tuck your tail to engage glutes 
and deepen stretch. Hold for 
three long breaths. Repeat on 
opposite side.

LEG HUG (FLOOR) - Lie on your
back and bring your knees into
your chest. Breathe deeply and
relax your lower back into the
floor. Hold as long as needed.

TRUNK ROTATION (FLOOR) -
Lie on your back and bring 
your knees into your chest. 
Gently let them fall to one side, 
keeping your back neutral 
and contacting the ground. 
Turn your head to the opposite 
direction from your knees. Hold 
for 10-15 seconds.

SHELL STRETCH and CHILD’S
POSE - Kneel and rest back onto
your sits bones. Draw your abs in
and actively tuck your tail in 
order to lengthen and stretch 
the low back. Then, gently relax 
into the stretch and focus on 
breathing and releasing tension.
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